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Summary

A trench excavated by Mr Les Andrews in the garden of Rose Cottage, Stowlangtoft, uncovered
a medieval ditch which is thought to have been a former boundary to the site.  Finds from the
ditch included pottery and animal bone dating from the 12th/14th century.

Introduction
The excavation of a trench by Mr Les Andrews immediately to the north of a new extension to
his property at Rose Cottage, Stowlangtoft, was visited after excavation.  Finds recovered from
the excavation and the surrounding site were identified along with a silver penny found in the
topsoil. His work was prompted by finds of medieval pottery during the construction of an
extension, (Fig. 2) and by the occasional finds of medieval pottery within the garden. The site
lies close to the heart of the village within 90m of the medieval church at c.45m OD.

The Site

Figure 1. Site location plan
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Figure 2. Trench location plan.

Methodology and Results

A hand dug trench was excavated measuring 1.8m x 1m. It was positioned to straddle the course
of a depression across the garden identified during the building of an extension. The location of
the extension and the trench is shown in Figure 2. One visit was made to the site to view the
excavated hole. A measured drawing was made of the section looking north of the trench by Les
Andrews (Fig. 3 and Appendix 1)
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Section Looking North

The natural soil consists of a deep loam over a lighter clay soil and below this a bright orange
layer of fine silt with some gravel. In the centre of the trench was a steep sided ditch which was
excavated in horizontal spits. At the base of the ditch was a distinct layer of large flints. For
identification purposes the finds were divided between contexts 0002 (the main fill) and 0003
(lower fill). Finds 0004 were recovered from the garden along with the small finds.

Figure 3. Trench section

The Finds
Richenda Goffin and Anna West

Introduction

Finds were collected from 3 contexts, as shown in the table below.

Context Pottery Animal Bone Fired Clay Miscellaneous Spotdate
No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g

0002 40 388 1 7 L12th-
14th C

0003 1    1 1 2 8 37 Medieval
0004 3 156 1 copper alloy pin @ 2 g,

1 silver coin @ 1g
Post-med

Total 44 545 2 9 8 37



Pottery

A total of 44 fragments of pottery was recovered from the watching brief, weighing 0.545kg.
Most of the ceramics are medieval, but a small number of fragments are later in date.

The majority of the pottery comprises fragments of medieval coarsewares, most of which were
found in the fill 0002 of the ditch. The fabrics range from medium to coarse sandy wares with
some flint. Most of the pottery consists of body sherds, but some fragments of sagging bases are
also present.  The rims of two cooking vessels or jars were recorded, and include a square, flat-
topped rim (Type E4) made in a fine fabric, which is considered to be a more developed type
dating to the 13th-14th century. A small fragment of a glazed Grimston-type ware was also
found in the same fill and dates to the late 12th-14th century.

A large sherd of a Medieval coarseware sooted jar was recovered from finds collected from spoil
0004. It also has a developed rim (Type E4) and is of a similar date. A fragment of coarse and
abraded glazed medieval ware was also collected from 0004, dating to the Late 12th-14th
century.

A very small sherd weighing less than a gramme of a glazed redware assigned to fill 0003 is
likely to be intrusive. The rim of a Metropolitan slipware bowl was identified amongst the
pottery from the spoil 0004, dating to the seventeenth century.

Fired clay

Eight small fragments of fired clay were recovered from the base fill 0003 of the ditch and may
represent the remains of oven lining. The fragments are chalk-tempered and partially oxidised.

Metalwork

Two copper alloy small finds were recovered as unstratified finds from spoil 0004. A silver long-
cross penny, SF 1002 has a very worn obverse surface. It may be a coin of Edward IV (1461-83)
(Faye Minter, pers comm).

A complete pin with a spiral wound head, SF 1001 was also recovered from spoil 0004.
Although drawn pins of this type are associated with the post-medieval period, they are also
known in medieval times, when they were generally longer and thicker than later examples
(Margeson 1993 11).

Animal bone

Two very small pieces of animal bone were collected from the ditch fills 0002 and 0003. Both
are extremely fragmentary. A shaft from the limb bone of a small mammal such as a sheep was
present in 0002.

Discussion

Most of the finds recovered from the fills of the boundary ditch are medieval in date, with some
pottery sherds dating to the 13th –14th century. The unstratified coin seems to be slightly later in
date, but it has a very worn surface and its identification is by no means certain.



General Discussion

The section would appear to show a medieval boundary ditch which probably marked the eastern
side of the property. The suggested course of this is shown in red on Figure 2 where there is a
dog-leg in the boundary wall on the north side of the property- this may be residual evidence of
the old boundary. Finds from the site have been plentiful and is evidence of occupation from at
least the 13th century. An interesting feature of the ditch is the concentration of large flints at the
bottom. These stones may have been collected as glacial erratics from fields or imported to the
area. It is unlikely that such a distinct layer occurred naturally; and they may have been imported
to improve drainage either within an open ditch or possibly even buried. The date of the final
filling of the ditch is uncertain but it may have been quite recent given the visible slope in the
ground. The lower infilling is likely to have been medieval, however.

Andrew Tester December 2006
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